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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this guide is to provide a business overview of the main features of the evidence
framework and how evidence is managed using this framework.

Note: Please note, this document supersedes the Cúram Temporal Evidence Guide. Readers using the
Participant application without person and prospect person dynamic evidence should refer to the
superseded guide.

1.2 Audience
This guide is intended for any reader wishing to understand the business concepts of evidence. After
reading this guide, the reader should have a clear understanding of the evidence framework, how
evidence is managed and configured using this framework, and the business flow of evidence through
the application.

1.3 Prerequisites
Readers should be familiar with case processing before reading this guide. The capture of evidence is an
integral part of case processing as it is used by the rules to return eligibility and entitlement results. To
better understand the topics covered in this guide, it is assumed that the reader has previously read the
Cúram Integrated Case Management Guide and the Cúram Participant Guide

1.4 Chapters in this Guide
The following list describes the chapters in this guide:

Understanding Evidence
This chapter describes the main features of the evidence framework including the ability to
maintain evidence at the application, person / prospect person and case level, evidence sharing
and evidence verification.

Managing Evidence
This chapter describes the evidence management functionality provided with the evidence
framework. This functionality allows users to capture, validate, activate, view and manage
updates to evidence over time.

Configuring Evidence
This chapter provides an overview of evidence configuration which includes the definition of
dynamic evidence, the association of evidence with application cases, person / prospect persons,
and cases, and the configuration of evidence sharing and evidence verifications.

End to End Evidence Scenarios
This appendix provides an overview of how evidence flows between a person, their applications
and ongoing cases. Using recommended Evidence Broker configuration, this section includes
scenarios to illustrate the flow.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2012, 2013 1
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Chapter 2. Understanding Evidence

2.1 What is Evidence?
Evidence is information supplied by participants which can be used to make an assessment or
determination. For example, the date of birth of a person may be used to determine age qualification for
a benefit or service.

Evidence can be captured and maintained for a person / prospect person within a number of areas. For
example, information a person provides about themselves and their family when applying for financial
assistance is captured as evidence and is viewed and maintained within their application case. When this
application case is complete, they may be found to be eligible for benefits. At this point in the process,
the evidence they provide in the application case is maintained as part of their ongoing integrated case.
Evidence for persons can also be viewed and maintained through their person record.

2.2 Key Features
The key features of the evidence framework include:
v Configuring evidence types and where the evidence types can be viewed and maintained
v Using the dashboard to view evidence recorded and not recorded, and to capture evidence on a case
v Using the evidenceFlow and evidence list pages to view, capture and update evidence
v Maintaining relationships between evidence types
v Supporting evidence corrections and changes in circumstance
v Approving evidence, if required
v Tracking evidence changes in an evidence change history
v Sharing evidence between an application case, person / prospect person and cases
v Checking the accuracy of information supplied by a client using evidence verifications.

2.3 Evidence Types
Evidence types represent the events and circumstances that need to be captured for case assessment
purposes. Examples of evidence types include income, income usage, address, employment, bank details,
etc. An evidence record is a set of saved information entered for an evidence type. For example, an
employment evidence record may include details about a person's job.

An evidence object is a collection of evidence records showing how a piece of information varies over
time. For example, a person's employment evidence has changed twice over the years. This evidence
object for employment evidence consists of three records - one record for the initial capture, and one for
each change in circumstances.

Each evidence type may have several evidence objects associated with it. For example, if a person has
two jobs, two different evidence objects are stored. These objects, plus the records for that evidence
object, store all necessary information.

2.3.1 Evidence Corrections and Changes in Circumstance
Evidence maintenance supports two styles of evidence changes: evidence corrections and changes in
circumstance.

Evidence Correction
An evidence correction is the replacement of an existing evidence record with a new evidence
record in order to correct an incorrect piece of data. For example, a person may input their date

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2012, 2013 3



of birth as part of a submitting an application online. When the caseworker interviews the client
and verifies the date of birth, they find that the customer made a mistake on original entry of
that information. The caseworker corrects the date of birth evidence by overwriting the existing
date of birth with the correct one. All corrections made to evidence can be viewed for historical
purposes. Caseworkers will be able to see when the change was made, who changed it and what
the original value was.

Change in Circumstance
A change in circumstance is when data in an evidence record changes over time due to changes
in circumstance. For example, evidence which captures a weekly income amount for a person
may vary over time. When the income amount goes up or down, the caseworker can record
when the income changed took effect.

This evidence pattern supports a succession of changes in circumstance to the same evidence object. For
example, the set of changes to the income amount, each in succession of each other, collectively represent
the changes to the income amount evidence object.

2.4 Location of Evidence for Maintenance
Evidence is information a person / prospect person provides and is used in an application case through
to ongoing cases. Therefore the evidence provided can be stored, maintained and shared in the
application. The following sections detail the various locations where evidence can be maintained.

2.4.1 Person Tab
Person / prospect person evidence is evidence configured for persons and prospect persons and
maintained within the person tab. The following evidence types are provided for a person/prospect
person and available for use in the application:
v Addresses
v Bank accounts
v Birth and death
v Contact preferences
v Email addresses
v Gender
v Identifications
v Names
v Phone numbers
v Relationships

Note: The evidence types listed above are created using dynamic evidence.
The system immediately applies evidence that is maintained in the person tab to the person/prospect
person evidence. This differs to case evidence management where the creation of new evidence or
modifications to evidence cause it to become in edit until such time it is applied. If person /prospect
person evidence is maintained on cases it is subject to the same processing as all other case evidence.

The evidence listed can also be configured on other case types. Configuring this evidence on a case,
allows caseworkers to maintain all evidence in a single location for ongoing cases. For example, an
integrated case contains all the evidence required to determine eligibility for products and services. The
integrated case is typically used to maintain the evidence for a number of participants such as a family or
a household. The case may include evidence such as income and assets for each member. By configuring
the person /prospect person evidence at this level, caseworkers are provided with a more holistic view of
the household. Not only is the program related evidence maintainable, but the personal details of the
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members can also be viewed and maintained without the need to navigate away from the case.
Modifications made to the person/prospect person evidence from a case are shared to the person tab via
evidence brokering.

2.4.2 Application Case Evidence
Evidence configured for an application case would includes all the information captured during an intake
process. Similar to evidence configured in the person tab, there is no in edit or active state as part of
evidence maintenance. This is because until all programs being applied for are complete, the evidence is
essentially deemed in an editable state. For example, during application intake, there may be further
evidence that needs to be captured, verified or updated in order to determine eligibility for the programs
being applied for.

The person and prospect person evidence types listed in the previous section can also be configured onto
an application. Like the integrated case, this allows caseworkers to maintain all evidence relating to the
application in a single place. Once an application is complete, any person/prospect person evidence
configured for sharing, will be copied back to the person tab via evidence brokering.

2.4.3 Case Evidence
Case evidence can be associated with either a product delivery or an integrated case. Each case evidence
record is associated with a person / prospect person for whom the evidence relates and with a case for
which the evidence is used to determine entitlement.

When associated with an integrated case, it can be shared across multiple product delivery cases within
that integrated case. Maintaining evidence at the integrated case level streamlines evidence maintenance.

For example, if income evidence is required to determine eligibility for multiple product delivery cases,
the income evidence can be captured and maintained at the integrated case level in the one income
evidence type list. Although maintained in the same evidence list, the impact that the evidence will have
on the product delivery cases will be dependent on their own rule sets.

Note: The organization can choose to configure evidence maintenance so that several products share the
same evidence type. The configuration of evidence types occurs as part of product administration and is
discussed in more detail in the Curam Dynamic Evidence Configuration Guide.

2.5 Sharing Evidence
The evidence framework provides the ability for SEM agencies to share evidence between a
person/prospect person, application case and ongoing cases.

This ensures that clients do not have to fill out the same information repeatedly and so that all associated
agencies are informed when client information changes. Evidence Broker functionality enables and
mediates the sharing of evidence. The evidence broker acts as both a receiver and a broadcaster of new,
updated and removed evidence. It allows the agency to compare evidence that is received from different
sources and determine the appropriate action.

Evidence sharing is is one directional and per evidence type. This means that different targets can receive
and share an evidence type in different ways. If required, one case type might be able to receive shared
evidence, but might not be able to share its own evidence

There are three main business functions which will trigger the evidence broker to broadcast evidence:
v Any time a new person is added to a target case (where the evidence is shared to) For example, where

person /prospect person evidence such as identification evidence has been configured for sharing to an
integrated case and a person is added to an integrated case, the evidence broker will first check to see
if that person has any person /prospect person. If evidence is found, the evidence broker then checks
for active identification evidence and shares it to the integrated case.
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v Any time evidence changes are made to a source case (where the evidence change happens) For
example, when changes are made to a persons identification evidence, the evidence broker will share
those changes to the integrated case.

v Any time a new target case is created. For example, any time a new integrated case is created, the
evidence broker will search for person / prospect person identification evidence to be shared. If this
evidence is found, the evidence broker shares the identification evidence to the integrated case.

For detailed information on the Evidence Broker, see the Cúram Evidence Broker Guide.

2.6 Verifying Evidence
Verification is the process of checking the accuracy of the information given by clients seeking services
from a Social Enterprise organization. The verification of client evidence can take a number of forms; it
can be provided by documents, e.g., birth certificates or bank statements, or by verbal means, e.g.,
telephone calls. Cúram Verification provides a flexible verification module that allows an organisation to
define both the evidence that requires verification and the means by which that evidence can be verified.

Cúram Verification consists of three components; an administration component, a case component, and a
participant component. The case and participant components of verification, allows caseworkers to record
verifications for evidence. When evidence is captured for a person / prospect person or a case, the
Cúram Verification engine is called in order to determine if any of the evidence data requires verification.

Evidence and case list pages are provided to assist caseworkers in fulfilling verification requirements.
Caseworkers can also view verifications related to person /prospect person evidence from the person tab.

For detailed information on Verifications, see the Cúram Verification Guide.
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Chapter 3. Managing Evidence

3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the functionality that is available within the evidence framework for managing
evidence.

3.2 Evidence Lists
The evidence framework provides several evidence lists for managing evidence. Person /prospect person
evidence is managed using the person tab evidence list, specifically designed for person /prospect person
evidence. Application evidence is managed using the application evidence list and incoming evidence
list.Case evidence is managed using evidence type list, active evidence list, in edit evidence list and
incoming evidence list.

The 'evidence type list' displays all evidence records on a case for one evidence type. The in edit and
active evidence lists provide caseworkers with alternative views for maintaining evidence on the case.
The 'in edit evidence list' displays a case's in edit evidence records. The 'active evidence list' displays a
case's active evidence records and any changes made to those active records. The 'incoming evidence' list
displays evidence shared to this case via the Cúram Evidence Broker.

Evidence is displayed in the same format for each list; summary information is provided for each
individual evidence record for a person including the period of time for which the evidence is applicable,
the number of updates that have been recorded and the latest activity on that evidence. A second list
within each business object provides a history of the successive changes to it over time. Details displayed
include the period over which the change is effective and the reason a change has been recorded, as well
as the date, time and user who made the change.

3.2.1 Person Tab Evidence List
The person tab evidence list provides caseworkers with a view of all evidence types configured for a
person / prospect person. From this list, evidence records can be viewed, updated, and deleted. Person /
prospect person evidence is automatically activated when saved on the person tab, hence only one list of
evidence is required. The person tab evidence list displays the source of the evidence. The source
indicates where the evidence was added or modified and displays either person record, prospect record
or the individual case reference. The evidence records listed will always be the summary of the very
latest record. When expanded, details of the latest update are displayed.

3.2.2 Application Evidence List
The application evidence list provides caseworkers with a view of all evidence in relation to a person /
prospect person on an application. From this list, evidence records can be viewed, updated, and deleted.
The application evidence list contains both the in-edit and active evidence for the application.

3.2.3 Evidence Type List
The evidence type list provides caseworkers with a central point for maintaining evidence of a particular
type, displaying all evidence, verifications and issues for a single evidence type. Evidence can be viewed,
updated, deleted and discarded. Pending updates and removals can also be undone, if necessary.

Unlike other evidence list pages, the evidence type list is opened in a new tab.
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3.2.4 Active Evidence List
The active evidence list provides caseworkers with a view of all active evidence on a case, including
parent and child evidence. From this list, active evidence records can be viewed, updated, and deleted;
additionally pending updates set on active records can be discarded, and pending removals set on active
evidence records can be undone.

3.2.5 In Edit Evidence List
The in edit evidence list provides caseworkers with a view of all in edit evidence on a case. From this
list, in edit evidence records can be viewed, edited, and discarded. By default, the in edit evidence list
displays all of a case's in edit evidence records including parent and child evidence.

3.2.6 Incoming Evidence
The incoming evidence list provides users with a list of evidence that has been shared from other systems
and cases to this case.

Shared evidence can be identical or non-identical. Evidence from different sources can be compared to
existing evidence on the case so that caseworkers can make an informed decision as to whether or not to
accept it. Options are provided to accept or reject identical evidence or dismiss non-identical evidence.

Note that evidence can only be shared if the Cúram Evidence Broker is installed. For more information,
see the Cúram Evidence Broker Guide.

3.2.7 Verifications List
The verifications list displays all of the verifications, both outstanding and captured, that are currently
associated with participant or case evidence. A user can view the outstanding verifications and add a
verification item to verify. A user can view all verifications that have been captured either in the
participant manager or on the case. A user also has the ability to view and manage evidence verifications
for a particular evidence type at the individual evidence type level.

Note that verifications are only available if the Cúram Verification Engine is installed. For more
information on the functionality available for managing evidence verifications, see the Cúram
Verification Guide.

3.2.8 Issues List
The issues list displays all of the issues currently associated with the evidence on the case. Case workers
can use this list to resolve issues. The evidence issues are determined by the Advisor.

3.3 Navigating Evidence
A caseworker has the option to view evidence at a case level in a dashboard view or EvidenceFlow view.
Additional views are available at the evidence type and individual evidence object level, as well as the
view of each piece of evidence.

3.3.1 Dashboard
The dashboard view provides a summary display of evidence for a case. The dashboard groups evidence
by category to help a caseworker locate individual evidence types. Further information is available
including whether there is any evidence in edit, any verifications outstanding or any issues for each
evidence type. Each category offers additional flexibility for a caseworker with three different views of
evidence
v all the evidence types that have been configured for that category on a case
v all evidence that has been recorded for the category
v all evidence for the category that has not been recorded
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3.3.2 EvidenceFlow
The EvidenceFlow view provides an alternate summary display and navigation through evidence on a
case where each evidence type is represented by a tile. When a tile, or evidence type, is in focus then the
list of evidence objects (and the successive changes to the object over time) for that evidence type are
available. The EvidenceFlow view is described in more detail in 3.5, “Using the EvidenceFlow View,” on
page 12.

3.3.3 Evidence Object View
A view is provided for each evidence object which displays the latest details for the evidence and lists the
successive changes to the object over time. Any additional data pertaining to the evidence object is
available; if the evidence is a parent then a list of related child evidence is displayed, one list for each
child evidence type. For example, income evidence is a parent of income usage evidence. A caseworker
viewing income evidence will have the ability to view a list of income usage evidences relating to the
income evidence.

If an evidence type is a child, the parent evidence will be listed. If an evidence type is a grandchild, only
the child evidence will be displayed and not the parent evidence - the related evidences are available to
one level of relationship (parent to child is one level, child to grandchild another level).

3.3.4 View Evidence
The view evidence page allows a user to view all the evidence details for a specific case evidence record.
A caseworker also has the ability to view a list of evidence corrections for that evidence record.

3.4 Maintaining Evidence
This section describes the maintenance functions that are available within the evidence framework. These
maintenance functions standardize evidence maintenance across all evidence types. A caseworker has
several options for maintaining evidence at the person tab, case, evidence type and individual evidence
object level. Person / prospect evidence can be added, modified and removed only from the person tab.
All of the maintenance options described below are applicable to case evidence.

3.4.1 New Evidence
The new evidence function is used to capture evidence information for an evidence type. A caseworker
can create new person / prospect person evidence from the person tab evidence list. A newly created
person / prospect person evidence record has a status of active, and can be used for assessment
purposes.

A caseworker can create new case evidence from several pages including the dashboard and
EvidenceFlow views; the in edit list, active list and the evidence type list; and also the evidence object
view. When creating new evidence from any of the case level views or lists, e.g. active evidence list or
dashboard, the evidence type must be selected. This step, however, is not necessary from the evidence
type list or evidence object view where the evidence type is already known.

As part of creating child evidence, a user can select the parent evidence record. The system will
automatically create a parent/child relationship between the two evidence records. When the user selects
to save the evidence information, the system validates the information that he or she has entered. These
validations are customized to suit the business requirements for an evidence type.

A newly-created case evidence record has a status of in edit and is not yet used for assessment purposes.
This allows greater flexibility in gathering evidence and allows information to be reviewed before it is
activated.
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3.4.2 Modify Evidence
The modify evidence function allows users to update person / prospect person and case evidence. The
evidence information that can be modified is specific to the evidence type. Person / prospect person
evidence types maintained on a case are considered case evidence and are maintained using the evidence
modification process for that case.

When evidence updates are saved, the system validates the evidence information. The validations for
modifying evidence can differ from the validations applied when adding new evidence (even when
changing the same information). For case evidence which is awaiting case supervisor approval, a special
validation warns the user of the pending approval. Evidence records that have been approved by the case
supervisor but have not yet been activated cannot be modified. Modifications to person / prospect
person evidence on the person tab evidence do not require approval as this evidence is automatically
activated when saved.

Case evidence operates differently to person / prospect person evidence on the person tab when
modified. When a user updates an active evidence record, the modifications are not automatically
applied. Instead, a new, in edit evidence record is created with the modifications. The purpose of this
record is to allow users to work on the evidence updates without impacting case processing as the active
evidence remains intact. When an in edit evidence record is updated, the modifications are automatically
applied to the existing evidence record. The in edit function does not apply to person / prospect person
evidence on the person tab. Active evidence records modified at the person tab level are automatically
updated on modification.

Two types of evidence changes can be made to evidence: evidence corrections and changes in
circumstance. When person / prospect person evidence on the person tab is corrected, the corrected
evidence record will automatically supersede the existing active record. When a case evidence record is
corrected, an in edit evidence record with the corrections will supersede the active evidence record as
part of the apply evidence changes process. A change in circumstance does not replace existing active
evidence as the original evidence was correct for a given period of time but the new circumstance applies
to the next period of time. For case evidence, an in edit evidence record which includes the changes in
circumstance is created and activated in its own right.

For changes in circumstances, the effective date of change indicates the date on which the change in
circumstances is effective. For example, the income amount for an income evidence record might go from
100 to 90. The effective date is the date on which the income amount was reduced. This style of evidence
represents an evidence record that has a continuous timeline. For example, an income evidence may
capture the details of the employer and the weekly amount of income the client receives. While the client
is employed by that employer, the income may vary over time. On week 1 the income may be 40, on
week 2, the income may be 100, week 3, 0 and week 4, back to 40 again. While on one of the weeks the
income is '0', the client was still employed. Using 'effective date of change' would record each change in
succession over the four week period. If however the client was no longer employed by that employer,
the income record would be ended. If at a later date the client was employed once again by the same
employer, a new income record would be created. This allows the user to see the income received for
each instance the customer was employed.

When making an evidence correction, the effective date of change should not be entered and on some
evidence types, particularly where 'from' dates are used, this option may not be available. The corrected
record automatically applies to the same period as the active evidence record. For example, if an incorrect
date of birth is recorded for a person, the caseworker can update the persons birth and death evidence
and correct the date of birth. Typically bank account, birth and death, email address, identification, phone
number, and relationships evidence types do not change over time. Therefore any modifications to these
evidence types is a correction.

When a modified person / prospect person evidence record is saved all cases that use this modified
evidence will the be reassessed.
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3.4.3 Remove Active Evidence
The remove active evidence maintenance function is used to mark an active evidence record as pending
removal. It is important to note that this function does not actually remove the active evidence record. If
the active evidence record has already been marked as pending update then it cannot be marked as
pending removal. Additionally, active evidence which is itself a parent of an active child evidence record
cannot be marked as pending removal.

Pending removal evidence records are still used for assessment until evidence changes are applied and
the evidence records are canceled. Canceling an evidence record can affect eligibility and entitlement.
Separating the removal and cancellation functions prevents evidence records from being canceled in error.

Active person / prospect person evidence can be removed from the person tab. If a person / prospect
person evidence record is selected for deletion, it is removed from the person tab evidence list. Removing
active person / prospect person evidence in the person tab that is used as part of an integrated case,
causes all product delivery cases in the integrated case that use this evidence, to be reassessed.

3.4.4 Discard In Edit Evidence
The discard in edit case evidence maintenance function simply discards an evidence record with an in
edit status. Since in-edit evidence records are not used for assessment, the functionality to remove them is
much simpler. Note, however, an evidence record that has been approved by a case supervisor but not
yet activated cannot be discarded.

3.4.5 Validate Evidence Changes
The validate case evidence changes maintenance function allows a user to validate evidence changes for
an evidence type. It is a pre-test of the apply evidence changes maintenance function for a specific
evidence type.

As evidence changes can be applied across any number of evidence types at once, it can be difficult for a
user to find and correct all errors that have occurred. Pre-testing allows a user to test the evidence
changes for just one evidence type and correct these changes before actually apply them.

3.4.6 Apply Evidence Changes
The apply evidence changes maintenance function serves two purposes; one is to activate new and
updated evidence, the other is to remove (cancel) active evidence which is pending removal.

A user can enact this function by applying all outstanding changes or by selecting specific changes to
apply from the complete list of pending changes for a case.

When a user applies evidence changes, the following occurs:
v The system validates the evidence changes at both the case level and the evidence type level. This

ensures that the business requirements defined by the evidence type are met as well as any additional
business requirements at the case level. For example, validations applied at the case level can ensure
that parent / child relationships are protected.

v The system checks if evidence approval is required. If so, the system notifies the case supervisor with
instructions to approve or reject the evidence changes and the apply evidence changes process is put
on hold until approved. If case supervisor approval is not required, the apply evidence changes process
continues accordingly.

v The system activates in-edit evidence records and, where using Cúram rules, calculates the attribution
periods for the newly activated evidence. The newly activated evidence is used for assessment
purposes.

v For evidence corrections, the existing active evidence record is superseded.
v For changes in circumstance and where using Cúram Rules, the system re-attributes all evidence

records within the set of successive changes to the same piece of active evidence.
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v The system cancels active evidence which is pending removal. The canceled evidence will no longer be
used for assessment purposes.

v The system assesses each case impacted by the evidence changes to determine if these changes have
impacted case eligibility and entitlement.

v Where using Cúram rules, the system uses the attribution periods for a case to determine the
assessment period. The earliest attribution period from date and the latest attribution period end date
are set as the assessment period. For Cúram Express Rules, the assessment period is incorporated into
the time line.

A hook point is provided which enables an agency to automate this functionality, allowing an agency to
automatically apply evidence changes rather than a user having to do this manually. This means that
when an active evidence record is updated and a new in-edit version of the active record is created, it is
automatically activated so that it supersedes the existing active evidence record. In the case of an
evidence removal, the evidence record is automatically canceled rather than being marked as pending
removal.

3.5 Using the EvidenceFlow View
The EvidenceFlow view is a tool that allows caseworkers to quickly navigate through evidence and see
any missing or required information; as such it provides a useful view when talking to the client.
Evidence types are grouped in "stacks". A stack is automatically displayed for each evidence category
configured by the organization in the form of an accordion within the EvidenceFlow view. The
organization can configure the order in which the evidence types are displayed within a category, for
example, alphabetically, or by most-commonly entered evidence types. The caseworker navigates through
the stacks by clicking on the relevant accordion bar.

Additional issues and verifications stacks are available for evidence types that have issues, and evidence
types that have outstanding verifications. For more information see 3.5.1, “System Generated Stacks,” on
page 13.

Within each stack, evidence types are displayed in a list as tiles and summary information is displayed
for each tile that is in-focus. The caseworker can select a tile by clicking it in the sequence or can scroll
through the tiles using controls beneath the EvidenceFlow view.

The system dynamically updates the bottom panel of the EvidenceFlow view with the evidence type list
for each evidence type in focus on the top panel. Caseworkers can maintain evidence for the evidence
type in the standard fashion from this list.

The system dynamically updates the bottom panel after a configurable amount of time has passed with
the current tile in focus. For more information on the setting that allows administrators to configure this
amount of time and on other available EvidenceFlow configuration options, see the Cúram Integrated
Case Management Configuration Guide.

Evidence issues and reminders are displayed to the user navigating through the EvidenceFlow view. The
issues and reminders that are displayed to the user are configured using the Cúram Advisor.

For more information on configuring the Cúram Advisor, see the Cúram Advisor Configuration Guide.

Issues highlight missing information that is required before eligibility can be determined. For example, if
an earned income record is missing the income amount, an issue is displayed to the caseworker as this is
a required field.

Reminders prompt the user to ask additional related questions based on evidence captured. For example,
if the caseworker captured a property resource record, the system reminds the caseworker to also ask the
client about resource income. The EvidenceFlow view displays the number of issues, reminders and
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outstanding verifications associated with an evidence type in the EvidenceFlow view top panel. The user
can review details of the issues and outstanding verifications from the lists displayed along with the
evidence type list. The user can review details of the reminders in the Smart Panel.

3.5.1 System Generated Stacks
The system automatically displays the following system generated stacks: a stack for each evidence
category configured, an issues stack and a verifications stack. For more information on configuring
evidence categories, see 4.2, “Setting up Dynamic Evidence Types,” on page 15. System-generated stacks
cannot be modified or deleted by the user. The evidence types within stacks are automatically updated.
For example, if the evidence issues associated with a particular evidence type are resolved, the system
automatically updates the issues stack and the evidence type is no longer displayed within that stack.

The issues stack includes any evidence types that have issues associated with them. The issues stack
enables users to quickly view all evidence types that have issues which must be resolved.

The verifications stack includes any evidence types that have outstanding verifications associated with
them. The verifications stack enables users to quickly view all of the evidence types which require
verification.

3.5.2 User Defined Stacks
The EvidenceFlow view supports the creation of user defined stacks. A user can create new stacks and
manually add evidence types to the stacks. For example, a user may wish to create a Household Member
stack, and include all evidence types relating to the Household Member evidence so he or she can focus
on those evidence types together.

A new stack is created by using the New Stack accordion bar in the EvidenceFlow view. A name is
recorded for the stack, and evidence types are added by dragging and dropping tiles onto the stack
accordion bar.

Evidence types can be added and removed from a user-defined stack. Additionally a user-defined stack
can be renamed, or removed. User-defined stacks are persisted per user for the application they were
created on, i.e. if a caseworker closes the EvidenceFlow view, then reopens it, the user-defined stacks are
still available. Note that when a new stack is defined, only the caseworker who created the new stack can
access it. No other users can access stacks created by another caseworker.

3.6 Additional Features

3.6.1 Evidence Relationships
Evidence types can naturally relate to each other. The most common evidence relationship is the
parent/child relationship where a parent evidence record can have one or more related child evidence
records. For example, an income evidence record can have one or more income usage evidence records.

Evidence relationships impact evidence maintenance in a number of ways. The evidence type list for
child evidence types is filtered to display only those evidence records that are related to the parent
evidence record. Also, validations can be called which check for any evidence relationship requirements.
For example, it may not be possible to remove a parent evidence record if there are any active child
evidence records related to it.

Evidence types can have multiple evidence relationships. For example, an evidence type can be the
parent of one evidence type and the child of another; this is referred to as a parent/child/grandchild
relationship. Also, evidence relationships can be optional. For example, the housing expense evidence
type could be in an optional parent/child relationship with the loan evidence type. From a business
perspective, certain loans may be directly related to a housing expense, while other loans may be
unrelated to housing expenses, such as a car loan.
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3.6.2 Evidence Approvals
Evidence approval checks provide an extra step in the apply evidence change process to ensure that case
evidence changes are correct. When a user selects to activate evidence or remove evidence, the system
determines whether or not the evidence change requires approval from the case supervisor. If approval is
required, the case supervisor is notified that the evidence cannot be activated or removed until the case
supervisor approves the evidence change. The case supervisor can choose whether to approve or reject
the evidence changes. If the case supervisor chooses to approve evidence changes, the case supervisor is
brought directly to the approve evidence change conformation page. If the person submitting the
evidence is the same as the user to whom the evidence approval task will be assigned the evidence is
automatically activated.

The evidence framework provides support for configuring evidence approval checks for an evidence
type. A percentage is entered for an evidence approval check which denotes the percentage of evidence
changes which will require manual case supervisor approval. For example, 80 percent of evidence
changes for the income evidence type can require approval. This means that 80 percent of all income
evidence records must be manually approved before they are activated or before they are removed. If no
evidence approvals are configured, the system interprets this to mean that evidence approvals are not
required.

The evidence framework provides a list of all evidence records on a case that have been submitted for
approval. The status of each evidence record is shown to provide a history of which evidence records
have been rejected and which have been approved

Evidence approval checks do not apply to evidence maintained in the person tab. This is because the
evidence does not have in edit state and therefore there is no ability to approve or reject the evidence
before it is applied. Therefore in order to enable approvals for these evidence types, the evidence should
also be configured on the integrated case.

Note: Evidence approval checks can also apply to different levels of the organization structure, including
users, positions, and organization units. This is covered in more detail in the Cúram Organization
Administration Guide.

3.6.3 Evidence Change History
A comprehensive change history is maintained for person / prospect person and case evidence. This
history is started when a new evidence record is inserted and is added to whenever a change such as a
modification or cancellation occurs. Each entry in the change history contains the type of change, the date
and time that the change was made, and the user who performed the change. The change history is
useful for determining the reason why a person / prospect person's eligibility may have changed and for
audit purposes.

3.6.4 Snapshot of Evidence for Issue Cases
The snap shot evidence feature provides the ability to create a copy of a case evidence record. A snap
shot of evidence is used if an inquiry into evidence is required. A snap shot of the evidence record is
recorded at the time a discrepancy is raised and is used in the issue case to manage the investigation of
any evidence discrepancies. For more information, please see the Cúram Issue Management Guide.

3.6.5 Transfer Evidence
Transferring evidence allows case evidence to be copied from one case to another. The transfer evidence
maintenance function allows a user to select a case participant and from a list of the evidence associated
with the participant, choose which evidence is to be transferred. The user then selects which evidence
from the list is to be transferred for use on a different case. The user can choose to include all evidence
related to a participant or a specific evidence record. Evidence can be transferred between cases of
different types, however, for this to happen, the case to which the evidence is being transferred must be
configured to receive evidence of the type being transferred.
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Chapter 4. Configuring Evidence

4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the steps that must be followed within application administration in order to
capture and maintain evidence at both the person tab and case level. These steps include configuring
evidence types, and then associating the evidence types with application cases, persons and prospect
persons, cases and categories. The evidence framework supports the configuration of both dynamic and
non-dynamic evidence. The latter traditionally involved development time activity, so is outside the scope
of this guide.

Note: The following describes the configuration when using dynamic evidence to create new dynamic
evidence types.

4.2 Setting up Dynamic Evidence Types
Administrators can configure dynamic evidence types using the administration application and the
Dynamic Evidence Editor. A dynamic evidence type represents a logical grouping of related attributes
about which the organization wants to record information in respect of a person / prospect person or a
case.

Administration pages for dynamic evidence are located in the Rules and Evidence areas of application
administration. Dynamic evidence supports dynamic evidence types and dynamic evidence type versions.
Dynamic evidence types are associated with participants and/or case types to indicate that the evidence
is applicable and maintainable for a particular person / prospect person and/or case.

Evidence type versions support modifications to metadata over time. For example, a change in legislation
may require a new evidence attribute to be recorded on an evidence type, starting from a specified date.
Dynamic evidence supports this requirement by using evidence type versions to record the modifications.

Note: The dynamic evidence types provided for person/prospect persons in the person tab are required
for specific system processing and therefore the existing attributes should not removed or modified.
Doing so could impact system functions which rely on this information. For more information on how
this evidence is used, see the Curam Participant Guide.

For more information on dynamic evidence configuration, see the Curam Dynamic Evidence Configuration
Guide.

4.3 Associating Evidence Types
Once the dynamic evidence types have been created using the Dynamic Evidence Editor, the evidence
types can be associated with the relevant person / prospect person and case types. These associations
determine where the evidence can be captured and maintained. For example, if the organization wants to
have the ability to capture specific information on the integrated case, they must configure these evidence
types to be available on the integrated case.

Whether an evidence type is linked to a product or integrated case determines how it will be used in
eligibility and entitlement determinations. For example, an evidence type configured on an integrated
case can be used by any product deliveries associated with that integrated case. An evidence type
associated to a product delivery may only be used in a determination relating to that specific product
delivery. Person / prospect person evidence types can be associated with person and prospect person
participant types and any case type if required.
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Evidence types can be logically grouped into evidence categories. Examples of evidence categories are
expenses evidence and household evidence. Grouping evidence types by category provides an easy way
for caseworkers to view and create evidence. Evidence types can also be marked as preferred, indicating
that they are commonly-used which provides caseworkers with a quick method to create evidence
records for frequently recorded evidence types.

As part of associating evidence, each evidence type must be enabled to share its evidence.

Deciding where to configure the evidence types is an important business decision for the organization.
This decision should be made with all citizens in mind and with consideration to how the organization
currently operates. For some organizations the integrated case is the central location for products/services
to clients. It facilitates capturing information about more than one person, for example, household
information can be maintained on an integrated case. Therefore, providing caseworkers with the ability to
maintain all the information about a person in one place is practical for the caseworker. They can capture
personal or case specific information on the integrated case.

4.4 Setting up Evidence Verifications
The administration component of Cúram Verifications allows administrators to define the verification
rules that are associated with case and person / prospect person evidence.

A verification category is a means of arranging evidence data into logical groups by grouping elements
called verifiable data items, for example, Personal. The verifiable data item can be defined as a piece of
evidence that requires verification. This piece of evidence corresponds to a single attribute within a
specific evidence entity, e.g., date of birth on the birth and death evidence type. Verification item
utilizations define which verification items (e.g. passport, birth cert) are to be used for a particular
verifiable data item. A verification item defines what can be used to verify the information provided by a
participant, for example a passport, birth certificate. A verification requirement provides the rules of
verification for a piece of data. For example, whether the verification engine needs to apply the rules to
participant level data or to a specific product delivery case or to a specific integrated case.

A recommended configuration when creating verifications at the person level, is that they should 'Apply
to' a product delivery, integrated case or application case. This would mean that the verification would be
created where it applies ie. on the selected case. It also means that the user cannot activate the evidence
on the case it applies to until the mandatory verification is satisfied. Verifications can be configured for
sharing using the evidence broker configuration, if required. Therefore using this feature verifications
captured on evidence on one case can be shared with that evidence to another case.

For detailed information on configuring Verifications, see the Cúram Verifications Guide.

4.5 Setting up Evidence Sharing
The configuration options for sharing evidence are available in the administration application using the
evidence broker. Evidence sharing can be configured between a person/ prospect person, application case
and integrated cases.

In order to share evidence the caseworker must enable each evidence type for sharing, as the evidence
broker will only share evidence changes for evidence types that have been enabled for sharing. Where
evidence types have been enabled for brokering, the next step is to define the source (where the evidence
needs to be shared from) and target (where the evidence needs to be shared to).

The following items should be considered when configuring evidence broker:
v Is the same evidence type used on more than one case type?
v If an evidence type is used in more than one place, should changes to this data be communicated to

other cases?
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v Should the target case be set up to automatically accept any changes or should the case worker be
forced to decide on whether to accept this incoming evidence?

Note: In order for system processing to work correctly, it is essential the person and prospect person
evidence configured outside of the person tab, are configured to share any changes back to the person
tab.
For example, an organization may have a Child Welfare case that maintains identification evidence for a
person and an Income Assistance case which also maintains identification evidence for the same person.
If sharing is not configured between those two case types, it is important to share evidence back to the
individuals person tab, because it ensures all the person / prospect person evidence can be viewed
centrally.

There are three processes for configuring evidence sharing between case types: identical evidence,
non-identical evidence and non-identical evidence mapping. For all three processes, it is necessary to
select a source and target. The evidence broker will broadcast shared evidence from the source to the
target.

The recommended evidence broker configuration for organizations using Universal Access:

Sharing from source Person/Prospect Person to a target Application Case

An existing registered person, applies for a program online. The caseworker managing this application
case may want to know the existing information for the person and have the opportunity to update the
information received on the application case for that person. Note: When brokering evidence from a
person/prospect person the automatic accept and automatic activate options should not be set. This is
important because the evidence being shared from the person/prospect person may be out of date (e.g.
they may have been registered some time back and any benefits/cases since closed). If these are not set, it
ensures that the worker processing the application case gets an opportunity to see those details as part of
incoming evidence. At that point, they can decide whether or not the evidence on the application case
needs to be updated based on some information we already have about the client, accept any additional
evidence not already captured on the application case or ignore the evidence from their person/prospect
person record because the evidence received on the application case is more up to date.

Sharing from source Application Case to a target Person/Prospect Person

Once the application is complete, programs are authorized. New information may have been received
about the person on the application that should be shared to their person record.

Sharing from source Application Case to a target Ongoing Case (Integrated Case or Product Delivery)

When an application case is authorized, the evidence broker is the mechanism used to copy this evidence
from the application case. Therefore configuration from the application to the ongoing case should also
include automatic acceptance as well as automatic activation to facilitate a straight through process. This
configuration ensures that a caseworker does not have to review and apply changes to evidence again on
the integrated case thus facilitating straight through processing.

Sharing from source Ongoing Case to a target Application Case

A person has an existing ongoing Case and makes a new application for benefits. The intake worker
managing the application would be interested to receive the existing information on the system for the
applicant, as it may impact their new application.

Sharing from source Ongoing Case to a target Person / Prospect Person
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It is important that the person record holds all the person evidence changes, and is up to date. Therefore
sharing should be enabled from the ongoing case. This ensures that any updates to evidence is shared to
the person record where system processing relies on that data

Sharing from source Person to a target Ongoing Case

Any evidence captured about a person should be shared to the ongoing case to ensure that the
information that may affect eligibility and entitlement is up to date. At a minimum, it provides the owner
of the ongoing case with the information about a case member that was updated elsewhere. If configured
to do so, they then have the opportunity to either accept or reject the change

In order to understand how the recommended configuration would work, see appendix A. For detailed
information on configuring the Evidence Broker, see the Cúram Evidence Broker Guide.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion

5.1 Summary
The following is a summary of the main concepts covered in this guide:
v An evidence record can relate to a person, prospect person, application or case. An evidence record can

also relate to other evidence records, such as a parent evidence record.
v Evidence can be shared between a person / prospect person, application or case using the Evidence

Broker.
v An evidence record can be verified using the Verification engine. Verifications can be configured to be

shared using the Evidence Broker.
v Evidence records for an evidence type can be maintained from the in edit, active, and evidence type

lists.
v EvidenceFlow provides an alternate summary display and navigation through evidence.
v Evidence that is shared across multiple cases can be maintained from one evidence type list.
v Person / prospect person evidence can be maintained from the person tan, applications and cases.
v The system recognizes two types of evidence change: an evidence correction and a change in

circumstance.
v Evidence approval checks can be set up to ensure that evidence changes are approved by a case

supervisor.
v Evidence can be configured using the Dynamic Evidence editor, allowing administrators to

dynamically design and maintain evidence types at runtime within application administration.

5.2 Additional Information
Additional information on the topics covered in this guide are covered in the following related
documents:

Cúram Evidence Generator Business Guide
This guide provides a business overview of the Cúram Evidence Generator.

Cúram Dynamic Evidence Configuration Guide
This guide covers the basic concepts of dynamic evidence.

Cúram Evidence Broker Guide
This guide covers the basic concepts of evidence sharing and the Cúram Evidence Broker.

Cúram Verifications Guide
This guide covers the basic concepts of verifications functionality.
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Appendix. End to End Evidence Scenarios

A.1 Introduction
This appendix provides an overview of evidence business scenarios. Based on the recommended
configuration settings outlined in Chapter 4, these scenarios illustrate the flow of evidence through the
application. These scenarios describe the full end to end flow from application through to ongoing case.

For more detailed information on Universal Access, see the Curam Universal Access Guide and for
information on intake, see the Curam Intake Guide .

A.2 Citizen Applies for Benefits
A citizen Mary applies for a benefit online. She has never been in receipt of benefits in the past and she is
not recorded on the system.
1. Mary completes an online application for benefits and enters the following information:

v Name
v Date of Birth
v Gender
v Phone Number
v Email Address
v Address
v Income
v Expenses
v Employment

2. Mary submits the application to the agency where it is determined that she is not registered on the
system, using the search and match process, so she is automatically registered as a new person.

3. Mary is registered as a person. The registration process captures name, date of birth, and gender
which is the mandatory registration information required. The system creates the following person
evidence records – name, birth and death and gender.

4. An application case for benefits is then created for Mary and all of the evidence that she supplied on
her online application is added to the application case. An application case is created automatically
when the application is submitted, all the evidence captured on her application is mapped to the
new application case, as configured using the Cúram Data Mapping Engine.

5. Later that day, Mary arrives for an interview with Paul the intake worker and realizes that the date
of birth she supplied on her application was typed incorrectly. Paul selects the birth and death
evidence on the application case and edits the date of birth to the correct date and saves the details.

6. Paul reviews the rest of the application case evidence and as everything is complete and in order,
authorizes the program Mary applied for on the application. When the application is authorized, this
triggers the evidence broker to share the application evidence based on its configurations. Note:
Only the evidence that is required for the ongoing cases, for the programs being authorized, is
activated and brokered at this point.

7. Once the application is authorized, an integrated case is created automatically for Mary and a
product delivery case is also automatically created for the program for which Mary has been
approved. The evidence broker processing is triggered by the authorization of the application case.
The brokering configuration determines what evidence needs to be shared and where it needs to be
shared. In this case, the configuration is such that the sharing must occur between the integrated
case and Mary's person record. All evidence types captured for Mary, are to be shared to the
integrated case but only the following are configured for sharing to Mary's person record:
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v Name
v Birth and Death
v Gender
v Phone Number
v Email Address
v Address

This is because these details are more generic and typically apply to any case Mary is part of
whereas the additional evidence types such as income, expenses and employment may only be
appropriate for certain types of cases.

8. The evidence broker shares the following evidence from the application case to the integrated case:
v Name
v Birth and Death
v Gender
v Phone Number
v Email Address
v Address
v Income
v Expenses
v Employment

9. The evidence broker then shares the following evidence from the application case to Mary's person
record:
v Name
v Birth and Death
v Gender
v Phone Number
v Email Address
v Address

10. The integrated case is set to auto accept and auto activate the evidence so the evidence shared from
the application case to the integrated case is now active.

11. The evidence that is brokered to Mary's person tab is automatically managed as follows:
v The phone number, email address and address evidence are added to Mary's person tab.
v As name, gender and birth and death evidence already exist on Mary's person tab, the system

processes as follows:
– For each evidence record, the system performs a check to determine if the incoming evidence

matches with any already held.
– As the gender and name evidence already held on Mary's person tab, contains the same data as

the incoming records, the system treat these as identical and makes no attempt to update the
records already held.

– The birth and death information record shared from the application case does not match what
is held (as this was changed on the application case when Mary came in for her application
interview). In order to determine if the existing record should be updated, the system compares
the date both evidences were received. In this case, as the application case update to the birth
and death evidence is more recent, the system updates the birth and death evidence record.
Note that any user viewing this evidence record will be able to see the update history.

.
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A.3 Registered Person Applies for Benefits
John applies for a benefit online. He has been in receipt of benefits in the past and is recorded on the
system.
1. John completes an online application for benefits and enters the following information: name, date of

birth, gender, phone number, email address, address, income, expenses and employment.
2. John submits the application to the agency where it is determined that he is already registered on the

system, using the search and match process. He is matched to a registered person on the system using
name, date of birth and gender.

3. An application case for the benefit is then created for John and all of the information that he supplied
on his online application is added to the application case as evidence. Note an application case is
created automatically when the application is submitted, all the evidence captured on her application
is mapped to the new application case, as configured using the Cúram Data Mapping Engine.

4. The evidence broker then shares John's evidence from the person tab to the application case, where it
appears as incoming evidence. In this instance, all the evidence on the person tab is the same as the
evidence on the application case, with the exception of the phone number evidence.

5. A new mobile phone number has been recorded on the application case. Paul reviews the incoming
evidence from the person tab, chooses to ignore the old phone number evidence as he knows the
number he has is correct. Paul uses the system to compare the incoming evidence and existing
evidence to help decide whether to accept this incoming evidence or not.

6. Paul reviews the application case evidence and authorizes the application case. When the application
is authorized, this triggers the evidence broker to share the application evidence based on its
configurations.

7. An integrated case is created automatically for John along with a product delivery case for the benefit.
8. The evidence broker shares the evidence from the application case to the integrated case.
9. The evidence broker then shares John's application evidence to the person tab. Note that as the

evidence had already been brokered from the person to the application case, the system will not
broker this again. Only the new phone number record is shared to the person tab.

A.4 Adding a Relationship and Related Person to an Integrated Case
Mary is a registered person with an integrated case. Mary contacts the agency to inform them that her
son John is back in her care.
1. Mary contacts the caseworker Paul who manages her ongoing case. She advises Paul that her son

John has come back into her care having previously been living with her estranged husband.
2. Paul accesses Mary's case evidence and sees that there is no relationship information recorded

between Mary and any other person. Paul creates a new relationship evidence record relating Mary
to her child John. Note that Paul searched for John and found he was already registered as a person
in the system.

3. Paul decides to apply the new relationship record to Mary's case (note that at this point, there is no
reciprocal relationship from John to Mary seen on the case as John is not a member of the case).
Once the evidence is applied, the Evidence Broker is triggered.

4. The evidence broker broadcasts the new relationship evidence to any case or person / prospect
person record configured for sharing and and that is also configured for sharing relationship
evidence. Therefore, the new relationship record is shared to Mary's participant record.

5. When the relationship between Mary and John is received in the person tab, the system first
determines if a relationship record already exists. As there is no relationship recorded already
between Mary and John, the new relationship evidence is recorded.

6. When this relationship is added, the system then creates a reciprocal relationship evidence record for
John which would is displayed on his person tab.
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7. Having applied the relationship evidence on the integrated case, Paul decides that John should be
included as a case member on Mary's case. He selects to add the child John as a member of Mary's
integrated case.

8. When John is added to the integrated case, the evidence broker is triggered to retrieve any evidence
held for John from his person record. The evidence recorded for John on his person record is shared
to the integrated case.

9. Caseworker Paul sees a number of incoming evidence records for John including his name, birth and
death, gender and relationship to Mary.

10. Paul accepts all this evidence on to the integrated case where it can be maintained as part of
managing the ongoing integrated case.

A.5 Mapping Non-Identical SSN Evidence to Identification Evidence
A citizen Fred is applying for a benefit online and he has never been in receipt of benefits in the past and
he is not recorded on the system. The system has been configured for non-identical evidence attribute
mapping between the Identification evidence (which is configured against person / prospect person) and
SSN Identification evidence which is configured against an integrated case. The attributes on each are as
follows:

Table 1. Non-Identical Mapping of SSN Evidence to Identification Evidence

SSN Details Evidence Identification Evidence

ID ID

ID type ID type

SSN Status

No SSN Reason

No SSN Other Details

Comments Comments

By configuring the non-identical evidence attribute mapping between these two dynamic evidence types,
the evidence broker will share the attributes that match as if it were identical evidence. While the
evidence are deemed non identical because they are different types, the attributes mapped between each
type allow for any sharing to be treated in the same way as identical evidence. The following steps
illustrate how this configuration would be applied in this scenario:
1. Fred completes an online application for benefits and enters the required information along with the

following SSN identification details:
SSN Identification Reference: 123-45-6789
Type: SSN
Comments: A brief note.
Fred did not record any details for SSN Status, No SSN Reason, No SSN Other Details.

2. Fred submits the application to the agency where it is determined,using the search and match
process, that he is not registered on the system.

3. Fred is registered as a person. The registration process inserts name, date of birth, and gender which
is the mandatory registration information required. The system creates the person evidence records –
name, birth and death and gender.

4. An application case for benefits is then created for Fred and all of the evidence that he supplied on
his online application is added to the application case. Note an application case is created
automatically when the application is submitted, all the evidence captured on his application is
mapped to the new application case, using the Cúram Data Mapping Engine.

5. Paul, the intake worker, reviews the application case evidence and authorizes the application case.
When the application is authorized, this triggers the evidence broker to share the application
evidence based on its configurations.
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6. Once the application is authorized, an integrated case is automatically created for Fred and adds the
program for which Fred has been approved.

7. The evidence broker shares the evidence from the application case to the integrated case. The SSN
details evidence on the application case maps directly to the SSN details evidence on the integrated
case.

8. The evidence broker then shares Fred's application evidence to his person tab. The SSN details from
the application case are non-identical and must be mapped to the identification evidence stored in
the person tab. The system maps the evidence as follows:

Table 2. Mapping of Evidence when Shared from Application to Person tab

SSN Details Evidence Identification Evidence

SSN Identification Reference Identification Reference

Type Type

Comments Comments

9. Later the same day, Fred provides details of his passport that was required to verify his date of birth
on the integrated case. The receptionist Jan also decides to capture this information in Fred's
identification evidence. She therefore performs a person search and finds Fred's person record. She
opens the person record and then proceeds to creating new identification evidence. Jan selects the
type is Passport and the Identification reference is PO111111.

10. Jan saves the identification record. The evidence broker is triggered and the identification evidence is
shared to the integrated case.

11. Caseworker for the integrated case, Sam, notices there is new incoming evidence received. He views
the incoming evidence and notices that a passport/ID has been captured for Fred. Sam decides to
reject this evidence because he does not require it for the case. Note that if Sam had accepted the
evidence, a new SSN identification evidence record would be displayed as in edit. However, upon
activating that evidence, the system may have invoked a validation to say that the type must only be
SSN (if no validation on type then this would have been applied to the case).

A.6 Mandatory Verifications Applied to Integrated Case and Shared
Lisa is a registered person with two integrated cases. There is a mandatory income verification
requirement on both integrated cases. Case A requires verification using a pay slip, Case B requires
verification using both an employer letter and a pay slip. Lisa provides new income evidence to Paul the
intake worker
1. Lisa has a meeting with Paul and provides him with information about new income.
2. Paul adds this income evidence to Case A. When this income evidence is added, a mandatory

outstanding verification is created on Case A, stating that verification by pay slip is required. Lisa
provides her pay slip to Paul.

3. Paul adds the pay slip verification document to Case A, which satisfies the verification requirement
and he activates this income evidence.

4. The evidence broker then shares this new income evidence and its associated verification document to
Case B. This assumes that brokering has been configured between these two integrated case types for
the income evidence type and also to share the verifications with this evidence.

5. The income evidence appears as incoming evidence on Case B. Paul accepts this incoming evidence
which includes the pay slip document. The verification processing results in the following:
v The pay slip verification item is a requirement to satisfy income evidence on case B and as this has

been shared from Case A and accepted on Case B, that requirement is satisfied.
v The employer letter verification item is a requirement to satisfy income evidence on Case B also. As

this was not required on Case A, it was not captured at that point. Therefore, Case B will have an
outstanding verification required to satisfy full verification of the income evidence. Before the
evidence can be activated, Lisa must provide a letter from her employer
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6. Lisa returns to the agency the next day with a letter from her employer. Paul adds this verification
document to the income evidence on Case B. Both verification requirements are now satisfied and the
evidence can be activated.
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Notices

This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A. IBM may not offer the
products, services, or features discussed in this document in other countries. Consult your local IBM
representative for information on the products and services currently available in your area. Any
reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service that
does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the user's
responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service. IBM
may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described in this document. The
furnishing of this document does not grant you any license to these patents. You can send license
inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing

IBM Corporation

North Castle Drive

Armonk, NY 10504-1785

U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte (DBCS) information, contact the IBM Intellectual Property
Department in your country or send inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing

Legal and Intellectual Property Law.

IBM Japan Ltd.

19-21, Nihonbashi-Hakozakicho, Chuo-ku

Tokyo 103-8510, Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other country where such
provisions are inconsistent with local law: INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some
states do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this
statement may not apply to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically
made to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication.
IBM may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for convenience only and do not in
any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of
the materials for this IBM product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.
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IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it believes appropriate without
incurring any obligation to you. Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the
purpose of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created programs and other
programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the information which has been exchanged,
should contact:

IBM Corporation

Dept F6, Bldg 1

294 Route 100

Somers NY 10589-3216

U.S.A.

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions, including in some cases,
payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material available for it are provided
by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement, IBM International Program License Agreement or
any equivalent agreement between us.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled environment. Therefore, the
results obtained in other operating environments may vary significantly. Some measurements may have
been made on development-level systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the
same on generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been estimated through
extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document should verify the applicable data for their
specific environment.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of those products, their
published announcements or other publicly available sources.

IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of performance, compatibility or any
other claims related to non-IBM products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be
addressed to the suppliers of those products.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or withdrawal without
notice, and represent goals and objectives only

All IBM prices shown are IBM's suggested retail prices, are current and are subject to change without
notice. Dealer prices may vary.

This information is for planning purposes only. The information herein is subject to change before the
products described become available.

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business operations. To illustrate
them as completely as possible, the examples include the names of individuals, companies, brands, and
products. All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an
actual business enterprise is entirely coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:

This information contains sample application programs in source language, which illustrate programming
techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy, modify, and distribute these sample programs
in any form without payment to IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing
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application programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating platform for
which the sample programs are written. These examples have not been thoroughly tested under all
conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these
programs. The sample programs are provided "AS IS", without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be
liable for any damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work, must include a copyright
notice as follows:

© (your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp. Sample Programs.

© Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_. All rights reserved.

If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color illustrations may not appear.

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business
Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and service names might be
trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at
"Copyright and trademark information" at http://www.ibm.com/legal/us/en/copytrade.shtml.

Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. Other company, product, and service names
may be trademarks or service marks of others.
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